Introduction
Optical coherence tomography (OCT), originally developed for depth resolved imaging on the micron scale within turbid tissue for biomedical diagnostics [1] , is gaining increasing interest for alternative applications, like in the field of non-destructive testing and evaluation [2] . As an example, we have recently shown that polarization-sensitive OCT (PS-OCT) is capable of mapping the internal strain state in semitransparent materials in a contact-free way [3] , as demonstrated on stationary samples. The promising concept of spectral-domain OCT (SD-OCT), i.e. a variant of Fourier-domain OCT with high sensitivity and imaging speed, is now exploited -for the first time to the best of our knowledge -to image the strain distribution of samples subjected to dynamic loading.
Experimental
The experiments were performed with a custom-built SD-PS-OCT system operating at 1.55 µm imaging wavelength for increased imaging depth within scattering samples, as compared to the usually used 800 nm wavelength range [2] . A sketch of the setup is depicted in figure 1. 
Results and Discussion
Fibre composite materials as well as injection moulded polymer parts were imaged with our new SD-PS-OCT system during dynamic loading and fracture tests, as depicted in the example of figure 2 (selected images taken from a movie). The imaging light is impinging from top on a fibre reinforced epoxy sheet (thickness ~500 µm), which is bent over a rigid edge until fracture occurs. The back-reflected and back-scattered light is collected and evaluated to give the internal structure exhibiting individual fibre bundles (top row of figure 2 ). The arrow in the middle image indicates a crack running between two fibre bundles. The arrows in the right image show small parts of debris flying off the sample surface during fracture. In addition to the internal geometrical structure, the internal strain state can be mapped by evaluating the optical retardation of the principal polarization directions of the reflected light, as depicted in the bottom row. The bright regions (marked by the dotted ellipse in the middle image) indicate regions of high strain. Furthermore, advanced image processing techniques -applying coherent enhanced diffusion methods in conjunction with 2D-unwrapping algorithms -are used to quantitatively evaluate the internal stress distribution, as we will present for cyclic loading tests of polymer specimens with arbitrary shape.
Summarizing, SD-PS-OCT will be shown to be a potent technique which gives, in contrast to conventional photoelasticity methods, detailed and time-resolved information on the internal distribution of sample features, defects, stress and stress orientation.
